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This chapter covers a few of the m any m ath routines possible in WordPerfect macros. It gives som e basics
but it is by no m eans comprehensive. For exam ple, it does not discuss the concepts of "expressions" or
"operator precedence" at all, except to say that, for purposes of this m anual, an "expression" is a statem ent
containing an assignm ent of som e value to som ething, usually a variable (which I tend to call a "formula"),
e.g.,
x=1
or
var3= var1+ var2.
Con cern in g
expressions,
see
h ttp :/ / jd a n .c o m /
perfectscript/m acros/ch04.htm ; for operator precedence, see http://jdan.com /perfectscript/
m acros/ch04.htm #_VPID_04_24. Even so, this chapter should give you a good working knowledge
of math operations you'll likely need to know.

! M ATH OPERATORS. * is used for m ultiplication; / is used for division; - is used for subtraction of
num bers and reduction of strings; + is used for addition of num bers and concatenation of strings; % is
used for floating point m odulus division and returns the floating point division rem ainder; MOD is used
for integer division and returns the integer division rem ainder; DIV is used for integer division and
returns the integer portion; and ** is used for exponentiation or raising a num ber to a power. Only *,
/, +, and - are discussed in this m anual. Note that both + and - are string operators, as well.

! GENERAL RULES. Math routines operate upon "num eric" (num ber), not "string" (text) values. Subject
to what's said in Autom atic Data Conversion, below, when using m ath it's extremely im portant that
the values you are using num eric, not string, values. Otherwise, error or an unintended result m ay occur
and, if so, in the absence of som e error trapping routine, the m acro w ill fail or work differently that
intended. An error dialog sim ilar to the picture below m ost probably m eans that one or m ore of the
values or variables containing values are not num eric.
If var1="$1" and var2=1, var1 contains a string
value which cannot convert to a num eric value
whereas var2 contains a num eric value.
W hile W ordPerfect will som etim es "know" that a
variable containing a value which could be either a
string value or a num eric value (e.g., var="1" and
var=1 m ay be interpreted by PerfectScript as
num eric, that's not always so in different W ordPerfect versions. So, if you're interested in m acros working
the sam e way from W ordPerfect 6.1 forward, be sure you are using num eric and not string values when
doing m ath.
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Since I routinely want m y m acros to work cross-W ordPerfect versions whenever possible, I tend to use
routines which reduce m ath operations to the lowest com m on denom inator in the various WordPerfect
versions from 6.1 to the current version. That predisposition affects som e of what I say in this Chapter.

! AUTOM ATIC DATA CO NVERSIO N. Probably beginning with WordPerfect 7.0 (it m ay have begun in
W ordPerfect 6.1 but I don't think so), PerfectScript treats "strings" which would be the equivalent of
num bers (but for the fact that they are strings) as num eric, if called upon to do so under certain
circum stances. For exam ple, if var="1.5", var2=var*2 returns the num eric value of 3.0 to var2; and if
var1="1.5" and var2=50, var3=var2/var1 returns the num eric value of 31.25. Sim ilarly, a num eric value
m ay be treated as a string under certain circum stances. For exam ple, if var=3 (num eric), var2="$"+var
returns the string value of "$2". This section describes what will, or m ay, or cannot happen concerning
autom atic data conversion.
• The + and - operators. These operators aren't just for m ath (num eric values), they also work with
string values, and, if an expression contains m ultiple values or variables, the com bining of values will
result in either concatenation (for the + operator) or reduction (for the - operator). Autom atic data
conversion isn't involved if all com ponents in an expression are already what is intended (num eric or
string), be the intention to work with num eric values (as for m ath, e.g., var=1+2) or string values (as
for strings, e.g., var="1"+"2"). In the form er expression, var=3 (num eric), but, in the latter, var="12"
(string).
• String Values. As described in the Glossary (Chapter 10), concatenation is the com bining of two
or m ore string values, and reduction is the (non-m ath) subtraction of one string value from the value
of another. Reduction becam e available in WordPerfect 7.0, and is not available in WordPerfect 6.1.
• Concatenation. If var1="1,000", var1="$"+var1, the result is that var1="$1,000" (string), or
if var1="1,000" and var2=".05", var1=var1+var2, the result is that var1= "1,000.05" (string).
• Reduction. If var1="1,000.05" (string) and var2=",", in var1=var1-var2 the result is that
var1=1000.05" (var1 no longer contains the com m a). Without m ore, this technique rem oves the 1st
occurrence of var2 (the com m a) in var1, but not any subsequent occurrences. For that, you'd need to
use a loop statem ent of som e kind, such as, where var1="1,000,000,000.00" (or any other string
variable), and var2=",":
x=StrPos(var1;var2)
If(x>0)
Repeat
x=StrPos(var1;var2)
var1=var1-var2
Until(x=0)
EndIf
• Num eric Values. If var1=1000 and var2=.05, var1=var1+var2 results in var1 equaling 1000.05
(num eric). W ith the sam e variables and values, var3=var1-var2 results in var3 equaling 999.5
(num eric).
• W hen Autom atic Data Conversion Com es Into Play. What's said above used true string or
num eric values in each exam ple, so autom atic data conversion was never involved. But, if one (or m ore)
values are num eric and one (or m ore) values are string, then automatic data conversion com es into play.
Initially, PerfectScript assum es that the 1st value encountered in an expression is indicative of the value
type (string or num eric) that you intend. For exam ple, if var1=1 (num eric):
var3=var1+var2 assum es that a num eric com putation is desired, since var1 is num eric. var2 will
autom atically convert to a num eric value, if that is possible. So, if var2=".05", var1=var1+var2
results in var1 having a value of 1.05 (num eric) since var2 can convert to a num eric value via
autom atic data conversion.
But, if var2 cannot be converted to a num eric value, e.g., var2="ABC", even though the initial intention
was interpreted to be that a num eric value should be attributed to var2, since that cannot happen (var2
cannot convert to a num eric value), a string value results instead in var3=var1+var2, and var3 is
assigned the result of "1ABC".
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• Forcing A Presum ption. To force PerfectScript to presum e that a num eric expression is intended,
you can begin the expression with a num eric value which does not affect the com putation. To force a
string presum ption, you could begin the expression with a pair of quotation m arks, e.g.,
var3=""+var1+var2.
For m ath addition and subtraction, the expression could begin:
var3=0+var1+var2 or var3=0+var1-var2
For m ath m ultiplication or division, use a 1 m ultiplied by the 1st "real" value:
var3=1*var1*var2 or var3=1*var1/var2
• Shifting Presum ptions. If you haven't forced a num eric presum ption, above, unless all values in an
expression are string values, autom atic data conversion m ay nonetheless occur. The presum ption m ay
shift at least once, but perhaps m any tim es in long expressions.
• Tw o Values. If only 2 values are involved in an expression, even if the 1st value is a string capable
of converting to num eric and the 2nd value is num eric, it is then assum ed that a num eric result was
intended. So, where var1="1" (string) and var2=0.05 (num eric), in var1=var1+var2, the result returned
to var1 is 1.05 (num eric). If the 1st value (string) cannot be converted to a num eric value via autom atic
data conversion, the 2nd variable will be treated as a string and the expression will return a string value,
e.g., where var1="$" and var2=1000, in the expression var1=var1+var2, var1 will equal the string value
"$1000", m eaning, am ong other things, that the result of the form ula/expression is a string, and not a
num eric, value.
• M ore Than Tw o Values. If an expression contains m ore than two values, it is helpful to understand
that:
• If The 1st Value Is Num eric. The rem aining values or variables will be attem pted to be
interpreted as num eric. If they are, even if subsequent values are consecutive string values, those values
will be attem pted to be treated as num eric. So, if var1=1 and var2=".05 and var3=".001", in
var1=var1+var2+var3, var1's value will be 1.051 (num eric).
• If The 1st Value Is String. If you haven't forced the num eric assum ption (above), if the 1st
value is a string, all consecutive string values thereafter will be treated as strings and concatenation will
occur for all such values, unless and until a num eric value is encountered. If a num eric value is
encountered, the string value which preceded it w ill be treated as num eric and a num eric result will
obtain. So, if var1="100", var2="5", and var3=8, the form ula var4=var1+var2+var3 returns a value
of 1013 (num eric) to var4. In the form ula sequence, var4 1st became the value of var1 ("100"); 2nd,
concatenation occurred when added to var2 ("5"), causing var4 to becom e "1005"; 3rd, encountering
the num eric var3 (8), "1005" was treated as num eric and var3 (8) was added to it, resulting in var4
equaling 1013 (num eric).
• Exam ples:
(1) w="12345" x="3" (both are string values which can convert to num eric)
z=w+x
//
z=0+w+x
//
z=w-x
//
z=0+w-x
//
z=x*w or z=x/w
z=1*x*w
//
z=1*x/w
//

z="123453" (string concatenation)
z=12348 (num eric - see Forcing A Presum ption, above)
z="1245" (string reduction)
z=12342 (num eric - see Forcing A Presum ption, above)
// error; string values cannot be m ultiplied or divided
z=37035 (num eric) (num eric - see Forcing A Presum ption, above)
z=4115 (num eric) (num eric - see Forcing A Presum ption, above)

(2) w="12345" x=3 (w is a string value which can be converted to num eric, x is num eric)
z=w+x
z=w-x
z=w*x
z=w/x

//
//
//
//

z=12348 (num eric)
z=12342 (num eric)
z=37035 (num eric)
z= 0.000243013365735115
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w = "1" x="9" y=5 (w and x are string values which can be converted to num eric; y is a
num eric value)
z=w+x+y
z=x+w+y
z=w+y+x
z=y+w+x
z=y+w-x
z=x+w-y
z=x-w+y

(4)
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//

z=24
z=96
z=15
z=15
z=14
z=86
z=14

(num eric)
(num eric)
(num eric)
(num eric)
(num eric)
(num eric)
(num eric)

w="2" x="ABC" y=5 (w is a string value which can be converted to num eric; x is a string
value which cannot; and y is a num eric value)
z=w+x+y
z=y+w+x
z=w-y+x
z=w*y+x
z=y/w+x

//
//
//
//
//

z="2ABC5" (string)
z="7ABC" (string)
z="-3ABC" (string)
z="10ABC" (string)
z="2.5ABC" (string)

• It's Your Choice. I'll close this discussion of autom atic data conversion by saying that it is not
difficult to include error trapping routines which test the value of any variable to m ake sure that it is the
type of variable (string or num eric) that you intend and not rely upon autom atic data conversion at all.
That's m y preference – I guess that it m akes m e "feel" better. But, do know that you have a choice in
the matter, and that you m ay be very content to use the methods described above.

! ADDITION. The plus sign, "+", adds num eric values. So, var=1+3 results in var having a value of
4. Numeric values in the form ula can be replaced by variables containing num eric values, so that
var=var1+var2 would result in var having a value of 49, if var1=30 and var2=19. For this operator's
string usage, see concatenation, above.

! SUBTRACTIO N. The m inus sign, "-", subtracts one num eric value from another. So, var=3-1 results
in var having a value of 2. Num eric values in the form ula can be replaced by variables containing
num eric values, so that var=var1-var2 would result in var having a value of 11, if var1=30 and var2=19.
But, see Floating Cell Problem , below. For this operator's string usage, see reduction, above.

! M ULTIPLICATION. The asterisk, "*", m ultiples one num eric value with another. So var=2*4 results
in var having a value of 8. Numeric values in the form ula can be replaced by variables containing
num eric values, so that var=var1*var2 would result in var having a value of 570, if var1= 30 and
var2=19.

! DIVISION. The leaning-to-right slash, "/", divides one num eric value by another. So var= 4/2
results in var having a value of 2. Numeric values in the form ula can be replaced by variables containing
num eric values, so that var=var1/var2 would result in var having a value of 1.5789473..., if var1=30
and var2=19.

! THE FLOATING CELL PROBLEM . Due to "floating cell" issues inherent in processor chips, SOMETIMES
sim ple m ath routines, in m y experience subtraction, particularly, using num 3=num 1-num 2 DOES NOT
produce
an
e x a c tly
c o rre c t
r e s u l t.
S ee
th is
th rea d
at
W ord P erfect
U n iv erse :
http://w w w .w puniverse.com /vb/show thread.php?s= &threadid=1775. This is true in Excel,
Quattro Pro, and it is true in WordPerfect m acros. Try this yourself in your spreadsheet program: 692 685.08, and be sure your colum n width is overly wide. I think you'll find the result to be
6.91999999999996, but, even if slightly different, I doubt that your result w ill be 6.92, the obviously
correct result. So, som ething is am iss and the problem can m anifest itself in WordPerfect m acros when
using sim ple num eric subtraction, num 3 = num1 - num 2.To test this anom aly yourself, copy the
following code to a m acro, nam e it as you will, e.g., m athtest.wcm, and then run the macro.
Application (WordPerfect; "W ordPerfect"; Default!; "EN")
GetNum ber(n1;"Enter a real num ber... try 692";"Testing Macro Subtraction")
GetNum ber(n2;"Enter a 2nd num ber ... try 685.08";"Testing Macro Subtraction")
n3=n1-n2
Messagebox(;"Com putation Result of n1-n2";n3)
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Unless I am badly m istaken, n3 will equal 6.91999999999996 using the above m acro code. The correct
result should be exactly 6.92. As far as I'm able to tell, this problem relates only to subtraction, not
addition, multiplication or division. So, when doing subtraction, it m akes sense to m assage the num bers
to be sure that results are exactly correct. An exam ple is shown in M ath.wcm , below.
J. Dan Broadhead offers this explanation:
This problem is not really W indows related, but is related to the com puter processor. And it has to
do with the fact that the com puter internally uses base 2, and we (hum ans) use base 10. Most
fractional base 10 num bers cannot be 100% precisely represented in base 2 as the exact sam e value.
W hen the base 10 num ber is to be displayed, the internal base 2 num ber is converted back to base
10, and displayed, som etim es showing the im precision problem . It is m ore apparent with certain
values that others.
This is usually solved by rounding off the num ber after it is converted to base 10 for display. The
problem s lies in the "rounding off for display" operation.
This is not limited to just subtraction, but could potentially occur for any m athem atical operations.
The internal num bers are not affected, they are still as precise as possible, but the display appears
to be im precise due to the rounding not working entirely correctly in all cases.
So the best advice is not to worry about it when perform ing the math operations, but to only worry
about it when the values are going to be displayed som eplace. Continual rounding after every m ath
operation could eventually have an affect on the precision of the values.

! M ASSAGING NUM BERS. This discussion assum es that "real" num eric values are used in the processes
described herein ... or that autom atic data conversion has occurred if possible, or that some other
m ethod has been used to insure and/or convert values to be num eric and not string.

! Integers (W hole Num bers). By definition, an integer (a whole num ber) has no "points" at all –
it is 100, it is not 100.5 or 100.0. Results are not "rounded" to reach a whole num ber. If a non-num eric
value is used with the com m and, m acro operations will stop and an error m essage will be generated. If
you want a m ath result to be an integer, use the Integer expression, like this (num 1 and num2 can be
num bers or variables containing num eric values):
num 3 = Integer(num 1+num 2)
Integer(50.6+50)
num 3=100

num 3 = Integer(num 1-num 2)
Integer(50.6-50)
num 3=0

num 3 = Integer(num 1*num 2)
Integer(50.6*50)
num 3=2530

num 2 = Integer(num 1)
Integer(50.6)
num =50

num 3 = Integer(num1/num 2)
Integer(50.6/50)
num 3=1

Note that the num eric range of the Integer com m and is -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647, inclusive.
If the integer is beyond that range, x=Integer(num ) will produce zero (0) as the result.

! W orking W ith Decim als. On the occasions that you need to do m ath which involve decim al values,
it is essential that you have a working knowledge of Num Str, Strnum , Substr, StrLen,
Concatenation, and Reduction. Click the links just shown for the Glossary (Chapter 10) descriptions,
and also see StrTransform , StrTrim and StrToChars in the Glossary for other useful tools. Links in the
next paragraph are to links within this chapter. Briefly stated, these com m ands or procedures to this:
Num Str converts num eric values to strings and only works with num eric values. StrNum only works
with string values and converts them to num eric. Concatenation joins two or m ore strings together;
and Reduction reduces the content of a string by the content of another. These work with either num eric
or string values: SubStr extracts part of the value; StrPos determ ines the position of particular
character(s) in a value; StrLen determ ines the character length (including spaces) of a value. Each of
these com m ands and techniques is valuable in working with decim al (including percentage) values.
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Practical exam ples follow these prelim inary notes. First, here's a bit m ore detail.
Num Str() converts a num eric value to a string value. If the value attem pted to be converted is not
num eric, error occurs and the m acro will stop. Num Str has 2 realistic param eters but only 1 param eter
is required – the num eric value to convert, which can be a raw num eric value or can be a variable
containing one. If var=0.005, both the following produce the same result: x=Num Str(0.005)
x=Num Str(var). The optional param eter deals with decim al values ... those following a decim al, if any.
The param eter can be 0 to 16. Rounding should occur for points beyond than the param eter value,
breaking a 5 (up). So, Num Str(var;0) rounds the value to what am ounts to a whole num ber string value,
Num Str(var;2) rounds the value to a string value with 2 decim al points, if in fact there are any decim als
to round. It doesn't "add" decim al strings (e.g., ".00") if none are present in the value being affected.
W indows 2000 and XP users should note: Apparently, changes m ade beginning with
W indows 2000 som etim es cause Num Str to not round correctly, e.g., if var=12345.555,
x= Num Str(var;2) should result in x having a value of 12345.56, but, instead, the result is
12345.55, even though the correct result obtains in earlier W indows versions. See the following
link at W ordPerfect Universe if you want to know m ore: w w w .w puniverse.com /vb/
showthread.php?s =& threadid=6961. So, you m ay want to consider using alternative m eans
than NumStr in W indows2000 and higher. A correct result can always be obtained by breaking
the whole and decim al portions of string values and then recom bine them , as is shown in
exam ples in this chapter and in Chapter 9, particularly in M ath.w cm .
StrNum () is the opposite of Num Str() – it converts string values to num eric values. If the 1 st string
character is not a numeric value, error results and the m acro will stop. The single param eter is the string
to convert. The param eter can be a literal string, or it can be a variable containing a string. So, if
var="50.00", var=StrNum("50.00") produces the sam e result as var=StrNum(var), the num eric value
of 50.0. If a decim al is not present in the string, a decim al will not be presented in the converted
num eric value. So, if var="50", then the converted numeric value would have no decim als but would be
the num eric value 50. StrNum can only work with num eric values – characters, including com m as, are
not num eric values. The only valid characters are +-1234567890 and "period" (decim al). If a nonnum eric value is encountered in the string, it and everything following will be disregarded when using
StrNum , rather like Reduction, above, by analogy. So, if var="1234g", x=StrNum(var) will return a
num eric value of 1234 to x.
StrPos() is used to determine the position of a particular character (or characters) in a string or num eric
value. In working with decim als, the character will typically be a decim al, a "period". Two param eters
are used: the string, which can be a variable, and the character to locate. The param eters are separated
by a sem icolon and the searched for character is between a pair of regular (not curly) quotation m arks.
If the character is not present, a num eric value of zero is returned, but, otherwise, the exact location of
the 1 st m atching character in the string is returned. So, if var="500.25", x=StrPos(var;"."), the value
of x is 4, the 4th character. If var="500", x=StrPos(var;"."), the value of x is 0 (zero) since the decim al
is not present.
SubStr() is used to extract "substrings" from num eric or string values. It has 3 param eters: the value
(com m only a variable); the num eric beginning point of the extraction within the value; and the num eric
ending extraction point within the value. The beginning and ending points can both be variables, or can
be form ulas based upon variables, such as by using StrLen(), described below, and/or by using
StrPos() described above. The variable "type" (num eric or string) is unaffected by the com m and and
the return value type will be the sam e as the original value type.
Here are 2 exam ples, where var="500.25" (string value), or where var=500.25 (num eric value):
x=SubStr(var;1;3) returns a value of "500" (or 500 if var is num eric) to variable x
x=SubStr(var;4;2) and x=SubStr(var;4;Strlen(var)) returns a value of "25" (or 25) to variable x
Let's throw in the StrPos() com m and, using the sam e var value ("500.25" or 500.25):
y=StrPos(var;".") x=SubStr(var;1;y-1) returns a value of "500" (or 500) to variable x
z=Substr(var;x+1;StrLen(var)) returns a value of "25" (or 25) to variable z
So, now we have the elem ents of the original value broken into 2 parts, neither of which include the
decim al, m aking it possible to perform operations on these 2 components of the original variable,
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whether num eric or text. The length of each elem ent can be determ ined using StrLen(), further testing
can occur as for the existence of leading zeros, or whatever. The "whatever" will be largely shown in the
rem ainder of this chapter.
Please don't get the idea that above shows the only way to accom plish the sam e thing. I'd be surprised
if there aren't better ways. Here's another m ethod that accom plishes essentially the sam e thing, where
var="500.25" or var=500.25:
y=strpos(var;".")
x=Integer(var)
z=substr(var;y+1; Strlen(var))
StrLen() determ ines the num ber of characters, including spaces, in string or num eric values. If
var="0.05" (string) or var=0.05 (num eric), then x=StrLen(var) results in x having a num eric value of
4: the 1 st zero, the decim al, and the 2 nd zero and the 5. StrLen can be used in com bination with other
comm ands, such as in the exam ple im m ediately above.

! SPECIFIC TASKS. Very often the exam ples which follow are taken from M ath.wcm in Chapter 9. The
illustrations m ay be more tangible if you have an idea of what the main dialog in Math.wcm looks like.
In Chapter 8, those illustrations here: Im age show ing control nam es; and clean im ages.

! Getting Rid of Com m as. Comm as aren't num eric values. So, to work with string values which
appear to be num eric values (i.e., they include com m as), here's the w ay I originally did that in
M ath.w cm , w hen I w asn't aw are of the StrTransform com m and. This rou tin e a ssu m es that var is a
string value, which m ay contain com m as, and that Label(vCom m a) is called from elsewhere in the
m acro:
Label(vCom m a) // this strips comm as in strings which, if used with Num Str, produces
erroneous values
x=strpos(var;",")
If(x>0)
W hile (x>0)
y=substr(var;1;x-1)+substr(var;x+1;strlen(var)) var=y x=strpos(var;",")
EndW hile
EndIf
Return
Explanation: x=strpos(var;",") determines the location of the 1 st com m a in var, if a com m a is present.
If not, x will equal zero (0). If so, x will be greater than zero. The W hile - EndW hile routine strips away
each com m a using SubStr and rejoins the substrings until no com m as are present. So, if the initial value
of var is the string value "1,222,333,444.50", the resulting value will be "1222333444.50". W ith this
routine, var=StrNum (var) results in var equaling the num eric value of 1222333444.5. W ithout this
routine, var=StrNum (var) results in var having the num eric value of 1 (since com m as and what follows
them are disregarded when using StrNum , described above.
As you can see, the above process relies upon concatenation. But, a sim pler (but not the sim plest –
see below) is to use reduction, as follows:
Label(vCom m a) // this strips comm as in strings w hich, if used with Num Str, produces
erroneous values
x=strpos(var;",")
If(x>0)
Repeat
x=strpos(var;",")
var=var-","
Until (x=0)
EndIf
Return
Explanation: sim ilar to the concatenation exam ple, except that comm as are removed from variable var
using reduction until no com m as are left.
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But, the sim plest way to accomplish the sam e thing is to use StrTransform , as is done in the revised
M ath.w cm , like this:
var=StrTransform(var;",";"")
All com m as are replaced by "nothing" in one sim ple phrase of code! Why didn't I use the above in the
first (or second) place? I wasn't aware of the StrTransform com m and until recently!

! Converting a Num eric Value to a String to "Look" Right in a Docum ent.
!
Adding Text, Generally. If, after working with num eric values in a m acro, num eric values will
need to be stuck into a "real" docum ent you are working on (or, into a dialog the user will see), then it
m ay be desirable to m odify the num eric values so that they "look right". If working with regular
num bers, you will likely want comm as inserted where they belong, and, if you want decim al values
shown, you m ay only w ant to show 2 decim al values. If you want m oney values, you will want som e
"m oney" sign, e.g., a $ (dollar), £ (pound), or i (Euro) sign, of if you want a percentage value displayed,
a % (percent), sign added to the value before it is written into a docum ent.
To add a character, sim ply do so: xvar="$"+var or xvar=var+"% "
Note that I've not changed the value of variable "var" in either of the above, just in case I need to use
such values in later com putations. Instead, I've used "xvar" as the variable which can be used for display
purposes in a dialog or when writing the variable to text. Of course, do what m akes sense in the context
of your m acro.

!
Adding com m as. Chances are that you won't want your docum ent to display a num eric value
such as 1234565000. Instead, you'd want it to be 1,234,565,000. W hile other ways are possible, here's
one that works for m e – Label(New Num ) is extracted here from M ath.w cm , below. The m acro code
below assum es that variable "var" contains a num eric value, and that LabelNewNum ) is called from
elsewhere in the macro:
Label(New Num ) // this routine massages numeric values into new string values
If(var=0)
Return
EndIf
x=StrPos(var;"-")
If(x=1)
var=Substr(var;2;strlen(var)) NegNum =1
EndIf
x=StrPos(var;".")
Switch(x)
Caseof 0: tNum 1=var Call(m ainNum ) tNum 2=""
Default: tNum 1=Substr(var;1;x-1) Call(mainNum ) tnum 2=substr(var;x;strlen(var))
x=strlen(tnum 2)-1
If(x<varD and vFinal=1)
Repeat
tnum 2=tnum 2+"0" x=strlen(tnum 2)-1
Until(x=varD)
EndIf
EndSwitch
var=tNum 1+tNum 2
If(NegNum =1)
var="-"+var
EndIf
Discard(NegNum ;tNum 1;tNum 2)
Return
Label(m ainNum ) // this routine creates commas in the main number from Label(NewNum)
If(StrLen(tNum 1)<=3)
Return
EndIf
z=Integer(StrLen(tNum 1)/3)
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newvar=""
Repeat
y=SubStr(tNum 1;StrLen(tNum 1)-2;3)
tNum 1=SubStr(tNum 1;1;StrLen(tNum 1)-3)
If(StrLen(tNum 1)>3)
newvar=","+y+newvar Else newvar=tNum 1+","+y+newvar
EndIf
If(StrLen(tNum 1)>3)
z=Integer(StrLen(tNum 1)/3) Else z=0
EndIf
Until(z=0)
tNum 1=newvar
Return

!
Percentages. You've used your m acro to produce a percentage, or, at least, which will becom e
a percentage, by division. Your m acro code m ight be:
Application (WordPerfect; "W ordPerfect"; Default!; "EN")
var1=50 var2=100 var=var1/var2 var3=Num Str(var)
Messagebox(;"Results";var+" --- "+var3)
If m ultiplication, division, addition or subtraction produces a result less than 1, a leading
"zero" and decim al will always be part of the num eric value returned, and so will the
result of using Num Str(var) to convert the value to a string, both of which values
(num eric "var" is at the left, string "var3" is at the right).
But, in your docum ent, you want the 0.5 value to be 50% or 50.0% or 50.00% . Various m eans are
available to accom plish that, but here's one way:
Massage the string value to determ ine its parts and then put them all back together again. Here's the
previous code in Label(M akePer) in the M ath.w cm m acro below – the label is called from som e other
location in the m acro and notice that it also calls Label(NewNum ), shown above. Note that the variable
being tested and worked over is a variable nam ed "var" which contains a string value:
Label(M akePer) // this routine creates percentage string values; revised 6/4/2004 for scientific notation values
e=0
var=StrTransform(var;",";"")
var=strnum (var)
var=var*100 // a % value is always 100 times the non-percentage value
x=strpos(var;"e") // scientific notation routine
If(x>0)
e=1
y=substr(var;x+2;3) y=strnum (y) y=y+1
var=substr(var;1;x-1)
var=var-"."
varq=strlen(var)
If(varq<y)
Repeat
var=var+"0"
Until (strlen(var)=y)
EndIf
x=strpos(var;".")
If(x=0)
var=var-"."
EndIf
EndIf
If(e=0)
var=num str(var) // want to determine if that following the decimal is greater than 0, but not if scientific notation
EndIf
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x=strpos(var;".") testn=substr(var;x+1;strlen(var)) testn=strnum (testn) // testn is rem w/o the "."
If(testn=0)
var=substr(var;1;x-1) // if the remainder is 0, drops the ".0" from var
EndIf
If(e=0) // not if scientific notation
var=strnum (var)
EndIf
Call(NewNum )
var=var+"% "
If(negNum =1)
var="-"+var
EndIf
Return

! ERROR TRAPPING ROUTINES. Unless you build in routines to trap errors, when com m ands dealing
with strings are used as though they were num bers, and vice versa, m acro error m ay result causing the
m acro to stop or unintended results m ay occur. The 1 st step is to insure that a user's intended "num bers"
are num eric. An "O" (oh) is not a zero (0), as you know. A com m a is not a num eric entry, either. So,
the 1 st thing to do is to test the user's data (such as from an edit box in a dialog) to insure the characters
are "legal" if they are converted to a num eric value (as by using StrNum or in perform ing m athem atical
computations).
The following are Label(chkNum ) and Function IsNum berString(InString)
contained in M ath.w cm , below. It also tests for a "m inus" sign in the 1 st character position in the
variable. It assum es that variable "var" contains a string value, and that Label(chkNum ) is called from
elsewhere in the macro:
Label(chkNum ) // this routine determines if all characters are valid for numeric purposes; revised 6/4/2004
x=StrToChars(var;Keep!;".") x=StrLen(x) //this routine insures that only one decimal is in the string
If(x>1)
q=1
Return
EndIf
x=substr(var;1;1)
If(x="-")
NegNum =1 var=substr(var;2;strlen(var)) Else NegNum =0
EndIf
Ret=IsNum berString(var)
If(Ret)
Else q=1
EndIf
Return // if the variable contains non-allowed characters, q=1 says error is present
Function IsNum berString (InString)
RefString="1234567890.,"
ForNext (Count;1;StrLen(InString);1)
If (StrPos(RefString;SubStr(InString;Count;1))=0)
Return (False)
EndIf
EndFor
Return (True)
EndFunc
The 1 st routine in Label(chkNum) m akes sure that only one decim al is present in the string by using
StrToChars. Since a decim al is "legal" in Function IsNu m berString(InString), we need to be sure that not
m ore than 1 decim al is present. So, variable "x" initially becomes the string length of all characters other
than "." If the string length is 1 or 0, fine, but if m ore than 1, that's not a "legal" num ber (in string form
at the m om ent).
The 2 nd routine determ ines whether var is a "negative" num ber by extracting the 1 st character of the
string and assigning the 1 st character's value to variable "x". If x = a m inus sign, variable "NegNum " is
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assigned a value of 1, and variable "var" is reassigned the portion of the string following the m inus sign.
Otherwise, variable "NegNum " is assigned a value of 0. Som etim es you m ay care, or not, whether a
variable is "negative", and, if so, the "NegNum " value m ay be used following the point of the
Call(chkNum ) depending on whether you care if the value is negative.
Following that routine, the rem ainder of the code determ ines whether variable "var" contains any
characters other than 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 or a period or a com m a. This is done by calling the Function
IsNum berString by use of the code, Ret=IsNum berString(var). If the variable contains any other
characters other than those just m entioned, variable "Q" is assigned a value of 1. Note that, here, a
com m a has been treated as "legal" even though it is not, strictly speaking, for num eric purposes. A
subsequent routine will eventually need to address the presence of com m as. But, not now.
After this operation, m acro flow returns to the point following the Call(chkNum ). For exam ple, in
Label(getV), the call "shorthand" chkNum is used in place of Call(chkNum ):
Label(getV) var=RegionGetW indowText("vMath.B2") If(var="") var="0" EndIf
chkNum If(exists(q)) RegionSetW indowText("vMath.S6";"2nd value, "+var+", is not legal")
RegionSetFocus ("vMath.B2") RegionSetEditSelection("vMath.B2") Return EndIf
If(NegNum =1) q=1 RegionSetW indowText("vMath.S6";"2nd value, "+var+", is not legal. Use
Subtract in regular date list instead.") Discard(NegNum ) RegionSetFocus ("vMath.B2")
RegionSetEditSelection("vMath.B2") setResult Return EndIf
var=StrNum (var) If(vMethod="D") tem pd2=var Else tem pL2=var EndIf SecondN=var Return
Im m ediately following the chkNum call, if variable "Q" exists, a m essage is sent to the "vMath" dialog
(particularly, to the "vMath.S6" control that the value entered in the dialog is not "legal"), and the m acro
does not continue beyond that point but instead the Return com m and ends the call. If variable "Q" does
not exist, the m acro proceeds.
Since, in the above exam ple, since I DO care whether a negative entry was m ade in the dialog, variable
"Q" is assigned a value of 1 and a m essage is again sent to the sam e "vMath.S6 " control, and, once
again, the m acro does not proceed past the point of the Return com m and which ends the call.
Otherwise, all tests being passed, the last line of the above code converts the string value to a num eric
value. Som e other stuff is done, too, not being relevant to this discussion.
Other error-trapping routines are certainly possible, but the above is one which I use again and again,
and it works every tim e.
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